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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the technical and methodical progress on 
several fields has contributed to an increase in the accuracy 
of curved crystal spectrometers and has excluded a series of 
aberrations, typical for spectrometer operation. Essentially, 
most of aberrations which might occur with a curved crystal 
spectrometer can be negligible by a careful construction, 
alignment and operation of the spectrometer. However, the 
types of aberrations, which can occur, and their relative 
magnitud-es should be noted. Some aberrations produce a line 
shift, others contribute only to broadening of the line. Line 
shifts could affect in systematic errors in the measurements 
of the wavelengths or energies. Especially, this problem takes 
a leading part at the absolute determination of the wave
lengths or energies. 

In the present time, wavelengths standards, which only 
exhibit errors from some few ppm, exist fo~ calibration in 
the X -ray spectroscopy with crystal diffraction spectrome
ters. As a primary standard, the WKa line is used; its value 
was determined by t.WKa ~0.20901349(1~)/i (see ref/!1). 

In other papers a se-ri~s of high precision secondgry stan
dards is also determined, so AMoKa 1 ~0.7093187(4)A ·and 
ACuKa ~1.5405981(15))\ in the papers of Desl~ttes et al. 11 ·21, 
AAgKa 1

1 ~0.5594219(9)A and t.CrKa 2 ~2.293665(4)A by a combination 
of the results of Deslattes et al. 11. 21 and Bearden et al. 131 

and t.A1Ka1 2 ~8.34034(7) A by Henins 141. The probable er-
rors in re'fs/ 1"31 lie at about ppm, only the AlKa 1.2 wave-

length determination gives an error of 9 ppm. To compare the 
results, obtained at different X-ray dif:"fraction spectrome
ters, it's necessary, in addition to the knoWledge of the crys
tal characteristics and the control of the crystal position 
by the use of laser interferometers 15"71 , to investigate in 
detail the possible origin of systematic errors. 

In this parer we investigate for the Bragg- case (Johann /9/ 

and Johansson 101version) centroid shifts and shape alterations 
of the diffraction line due to the finite size of source and 
crystal, i.e., the effect of geometrical aberrations. 

This problem was· approached for transmission spectrometers 
(Laue-case) by Schwitz et a1. 1111 and was also taken into con-
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sideration by Schult1121 and Reidy 113~ In the present paper we 
study the effect of geometrical aberrations under the main
tenance of: the improved statement of Schwitz et al: 11 .r. The 
investigation of the Bragg-case gives results for a series 
of configurations, differing quantitatively and qualitatively 
from the transmission case, so that an autonomous treatment 
seems to be necessary. In addition, ·interest for a more deta
iled analysis arises from the application of high precise la
ser interferometers for crystal position measurements and 
from the use of great crystals to improve the count efficien
cy of the spectrometer. · 

The present study doesn't take into consideration crystal 
structure effects, radiation absorption and extinction, and 
the effects, originated in errors of the crystal bending. For 
different geometrical cases the analytical expressions are 
deduced to describe the diffraction line shift. Further on, 
the problem is solved by integrating a multiple integral over 
the crystal and source volumes with the use of the Monte-Car
lo-method. As a result, we present line shifts and shape al
terations for concrete geometrical arrangements. 

2. THE GEOMETRICAL PROBLEM AND THE EFFECTIVE ANGLE 
OF DIFFRACTION FOR THE JOHANN SPECTROMETER 

We consider a focusing diffraction spectrometer with a con
cave crystal for the B·ragg-case in the Johann-version19/. The 
geometry of the problem is shown schematically in projection 
in Fig.l. The coordinates of an arbitrary emission point Q(x,y,z) 
of the radiation source are defined from the point T on the 
focal circle. In the same w"a.y the coordinates are defined for 
a diffraction point B(r, t,h) of the crystal from the pointS 
on the same circle. The point S lies oppositely to the inter
section K of the curvature axis in the plane which contains 
the focal circle. The axis of curvature as well as z and h 
(source and crystal heights) are perpendicular to that plane. 
The Bragg angle 0 appears between the rays passing through 
the points T and Sand the crystal plane, i.e., the reference 
angle TSK becomes the value rr/2-0. The angles, forming with 
reference to the arbitrary emission and diffraction points Q 
and B()QBK), have the value rr/2-0i .With respect to Fig. I the 
following relations are valid -----

2 

a= RsinO '• 

b~ RcosO, 

V=esinO, 

(I ) 

(2) 

(3) 



w = eco~B, (4) 

r = t/R, (5) 

·~in8 = ~in(8 + r- arc~in.!.) =!...[(b-y) sin(8+d -xcos(8H)], (6) 
e e 

cos8= cos(8+r- arcsin...!)=!...[ (b-y) cosW+r) + x'sin (8H )] . (7) 
e e 

Insertion of eqs. (6) and (7) in eqs. (3) and (4) yields: 

V= (b-y) sin(8+r)- xcos(8+r), (8) 

W=(b-y) cos(8+r) +Xsin(8+r). (9) 

Fig.]. Schematic geomet-
ry of a curved crystal ~~ ...... ,, 
Bragg spectrometer (Jo- ',:-...., 

hann version). T- '',:'-....,, 

source reference point ', ',, 

on the focal circle; ',, ' ...... , 

Q - projection of an f~~r,==1~2J===R=··~r~-~w~==~'~'~,~~';'~ll8 arbitrary source point K Y 
R 

(coordina·tes x, y, z ) on 

the drawing plane; H -
projection of the source 
point Q on a plane 
containing the axis of 
curvature and the point 
B; K - intersecti
on of the axis of cur
vature with the draw
ing plane; S - crystal 
reference point on the focal circle; B - projection of an ar

bitrary diffraction point (coordinates r, t, h on the draw

ing plane; (note, that for the Johansson version the point B 

is placed on the focal circle); 0- spectrometer angle between 

the direction of a photon, emitted in T and diffracted in S 

and the crystal plane; oi - projection of the effective diff

raction angle of a photon emitted in Q and diffracted in B; 

R- crystal bending radius; R~ is equal to R-for the Johann 

version and equal R cosr for the Johansson version. 
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The space between the arbitrary emission and diffraction 
points Q and B can be expressed as 

(10) 

To take into consideration the triangle QBH, sin8i has the form: 

. 0 (" 0 ) R+r-w R+r-w Smoi==COS--oi = = 
1 2 . u [(R+r-w)2+v2+(h-z)2J>i 

(I I) 

For a favourable mathematical treatment we define the follow
ing quantities: 

p = r/R, 

t=(h-z)/R, 

'= y/R, 

w '= w/R =(cose-<l cos(e +r )+~sin W+r ). 

(12) 

(I 3) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(I 7) 

Substituting eqs. (12) for (17) in eq. (II), sine1 is·given by 

l+p-w' ( 18) 
[(1+p-w')ll,.v' 2+ t"ly, 

We use formula (18) as a starting point for analytical and 
numerical investigations of the influence of geometrical ef
fects on aberrations in the line position and shape alteration of diffraction lines in curved Bragg crystal spectrometers. 
To demonstrate the influence of single crystal dimensions, we 
provide an analytical study for these cases in the next chap
ter. The obtained expressions are very useful to estimate the 
effects provided by single geometrical dimensions. 

3. POINT SOURCE AND EXTENDED CRYSTAL 
IN THE JOHANN SPECTROMETER 

3.1. Effect of the Crystal Height 

We consider a source (x 0 =Yo = zQ = O) and a crystal line 
extending from -ho/2 to +ho/2 wlth r 0 =to= 0. Formula (18) 
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becomes (with ~·=~/sinO ) : 

sinO. 
' 

1- w' 

--=si:::n_2-'-o--:-;_ =sinO( 1 ) \1 • 

[sin28+(2JII 1+f'2 

(19) 

intE:gration ove·r the 

sinO = (20) 

With .f2=-.f'1 the average value of ·sin8i becomes the· form 

<•2)\1 <' 
-.- sine C1+•2 + '2 
smO=--ln (21) 

2(2 C1+e:l11 -~~ 
A series expansion of the logarithmic term in formula (21) 
yields: 

sinO= sinO 2ln[(1-/;'2l11 +~'2 l 
2 t;; 2 

= sin ° arcsinht; ' = 
;;~ 2 

2 h4 
ho 3 o 

= sin0(1- --+---- - ... ). 
24a2 640 a4 

(22) 

As it follows from formula (22), the average angle 8 is smal
ler than the measured angle 0, so that a larger one than 
the true wavelength is determined. The wavelength shift is 

h2 h4 h2 
[.!.. 0 3 _2_+ •.• ]= 1 0 
24 -:;2 640 a4 24 R2 sin20 

!1/-. = !>(sin 0) 

A sin 8 
(23) 

where 

!>(sin$)= sinO- sinO. (24) 

We can note an angle dependent wavelength shift, where the 
shift increases with (sin0)-2 . 

3.2. Effect of Crystal Width 

We consider the case Xo=Yo=z0 =r 0=h 0 ==0. Then, formula 

(18) has the form 
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1-oosecos(e+r) 
·sinO i = 

(25) 

To obtain an explicit ·sinO -dependence in formula (25), we transform eq. (25) in the form 

1+cot2e(1-oosr)+ cote·sinr ·sine =·sine----'-----------;:-
1 [ 1+ 2cot2 e(l-cosr) +2cote·sinrl * (26) 

If ·the angle r is assumed to be small (r<<n/2) .we can write 
down approximately 

1 - COST "" ,2 I 2' 
(27) 

·sinr "" r. 

The insertion of eqs.· (27) in eq. (26) yields: 

sine 
I 

""·sinO _!.:r2/2 cot2_~~~cot0 
l+rcotO 

(28) 

sine 1 ) --(1 + rcotO + -----e- . 2 1 +TCOt 

The average value of sin0 1 is obtained by the integration 
over the range from -t0 /2R to + t 0 /2R 

+to/2R dr 
f ----

·sine= sine(.!.+.!. -'to/2R 1 + r cote (29) 
2 2 t/R 

1 + to/2R cote In -----------. e ( 1 1 1 - to/2R cote ) ~:sm -+- . 2 2 
~cote 

R 

Performing a series expansion of this expression, we obtain 
·. 1 to 2 1 to 4 sine=sme[1+-(--cote) +--(--cotel + .... ). (30) 24 R 160 R 
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Therefore, the wavelength shift is 
1 to 2 1 to 

!'.A~ -1\[-(-cotO) +--(--cote 
24 R 160 R 

)4 + •••. ) ~ 

2 
1 to 2 

~-A- --cot e. 
(31) 

24 R2 

Let's note that the approximate wavelength shift in eq. (31) 
is valid only for large angles. For small angles the fourth 
power term is still important. Whereas for the Laue case we 
obtain an angle independent wavelength shift 1s1,for the Bragg 

case we get an increasing negative shift, if the angle is 
small. 

3.3. Effect of the Crystal Thickness 

It's assumed that Xo=Yo=•o=hp=to ~o. To simplify matters, 
further on we assume that the rad~ation on all crystal planes 
is diffracted with the same probability, e.g., we neglect ab
sorption processes of the interaction of the analysed radia
tion with the crystal matter. Formula (18) gives · 

. 1+p- cos2e 
·stn6 = ----------------· 

i [(1+p- cos 2e) 2 +cos2esm 2 el 10 

~ ____ f + ·siE-=-~-------
[(sin2e+pl2+ cos 2e sin2 eJ'~~ 

The average value of &n61 becomes then 

-- 1 +p/2 
sinO~- J 

p -p/2 

p'+sin
2 e dp'. 

[(sin 20+p ') 2+ cos20 sin2(1]% 

Performing the integration, we get 

sinO~ l[l(sin2 e+£...)2 + sin 20cos 20I%-
p 2 

-Hsin20- !:....) 2 + sin2 0 cos
2 0I "'1 = 

2 
p2 % p 2 'h 

~ sin0[(1 +p+ · ) -(1-p + --'---) 1 · 
.4·sin2 e 4 sin 2 6 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 
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A series expansion of the square root yields 
-- p2 . r~ 2 ·sinO- ·sinO(l-- cot 20)- sinO(l- --cot 0). 

8 SR 2 
The shift is: 

2 
LU 'o 2 -----cot e. 
I. 8R2 

(35) 

(36) 

Eq. (36) is deduced for the complete description of the geometrical aberrations_ to describe the radiation penetration in 
the crystal. Since the penetration depth is very small, this 
contribution can be negligible. in practical calculations, be
cause their magnitude is a few orders smaller than the other 
contributions. Further on, in our calculations we set r=O. 

4. POINT CRYSTAL AND EXTENDED SOURCE 
IN THE JOHANN SPECTROMETER 

4.1. Effect of the Source Height 
We consider a point crystal ( r0 = io=ho = 0) and 

line extending from -ztf2 to + <o/2 with x0-y 0-0. 
to paragraph 3.1. the wavelength shift becomes then: 2 4 LU 1 •o 3 •o 

A - 24 R·2:sin 2e - 640 R4sin 4e + ·••• -

1 .~ 
- -24- R2sin 2e · 

4.2. Effect of the Source Width 

a source 
Analogous 

(37) 

It's assumed that x0 - z 0 -r 0 -t'0-h0 -0. Formula (IS) be
comes then 

1- cose(cose., <) 
·sine i 

(38) 

SiD 2 (j +E COSO 

Now, we transform eqs. (38), so that we obtain an explicit 
'"Sin (j -dependence: 

·sme. = (39) ' 
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The averaged value of 
the range from -< 0 /2 

sinO i is obtained by integration over 
to +< 0 /2 

< 
+< /2 1 + --- cote 

·sin(} 0 sin 8 
sine=-- f ----'=7---d<. 

< -<o/2 [ 1 + -'<-.2 -1 \1 
sin 2 e 

(40) 

After integration the wavelength shift yields: 

fl.). 1 
y2 

1 
y4 

1 
y2 

0 0 0 
(41) -=- + •.• =-

>. 24 R2 sin2e 24 R 4sin 4e 24 R2·sin2e 

4.3. Effect of the Source Depth 

In this case Yo =Zo = ro= t 0 = ho = 0. The effective value of 
sin Oi is then 

1-cos28-x 0·sin8 . 
sin(} i = ---------'------------,., = ·sm8. 

[(1 -cos2 e- x 0sine)2+ (cose sine-x0cose)2] \1. 
(42) 

The result of formula (42) shows that only the source depth 
hasn't influences on the position and shape alterations of the 
diffracted line. 

5. SUMMARY OF THE ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS 
FOR THE JOHANN VERSION 

In the previous chapters we have derived analytical expres
sions for the contributions from the single crystal and source 
dimensions. A survey about the obtained results is given in 
Table I. 

Contrary to the results, obtained. by Schwitz et al/111 

for transmission spectrometers, we obtain an angle - dependent 
expression for the crystal width. For all other terms, with 
exception of the source depth, a (sin(})-2 -dependence 
is characteristic. A decrease of the wavelength shifts can be 
attained by increasing the diameter R of the focal circle on 
the strength of the typical R-2 -dependence. 

To illustrate the order of magnitude of the various wave
length shifts, some concrete results are given in Table 2 for 
a standard geometry, which we'll use for all the analytical 
and numeri'cal examples in the present paper. 

xo 0.3 mm Yo 0.1 nnn zo 
r 0 = 0 mm t o = 40 mm h o 

10 mm 
10 mm (43) 
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Table I 

The influence of non-zero crystal and source dimensions 
on the wavelength shift fi.A/1. (analytical expression) 
in the Johann spectrometer 

Non-zero Characteristic Non-zero Characteristic 
Crystal Wavelength Source Wavelength 
Dimension Shift I'.A/>. Dimension Shift fi.A/1. 

_1_ hb ..L 
z2 

0 Height h0 24 R2s;n2 8 
Height z0 

24 R2·sm28 
t2 

1 yg 
Width t 0 - - 1- ___!!. cot 2 8 

24 R2 
Width Yo 

24 R 2sin28 

.1_ 
r2 

Depth r - 0-cot8 Depth x0 0 
8 R2 

Table 2 

Analytical wavelength shifts (in ppm), created by 
non-zero ·crystal or source dimensions for diffrac
tion angles in the range of 20.up to 85 degrees. 
The symmetric case is assumed 

Dimension 200 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 

to ~40mm -1198.4 -476.3 -225.5 -111.8 -52.9 -21.0 -4.9 
h0 ~10mm 84.8 39.7 24.0 16.9 13.2 11.2 10.2 
Yo ~0.1mm 0.0085 0.0039 0.0024 0.0017 0.0013 0.0011 0.0010 

85° 

-1.2 

10.0 

0.0009 

We assume by our estimations that the two pointsT and R 
in Fig.l were in the plane perpendicular to the axis of cur
vature K and that the source and the crystal were placed sym
me~rically with respect to the points T and R (symmetric case). 

6. THE TREATMENT OF THE JOHANSSON VERSION . 
The mathematical treatment of the Johansson version is ana

logous to the Johann version, as described in the previous 
chapters. The geometrical situation is similar to the picture, 
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~hown in ~· In difference to the Johann v~rsion we must 
replace the quantity R' by 

R'=Rcosr (44) 

and the diffraction point. B is in all caSes places, closely to 
the Rowland circle,because the crystal is bended with the ra
dius R and additionally ground with the radius R/2.If we neg
lect the radiation penetration in the crystal,the point B is 
placed for all cases at the Rowland circle and the coordinate 
r is set to zero. Due to these conceptions, eq. (10) has the 

form 

so that ·sinOi becomes: 

---~c~o_s_r_+~p __ -_w~-----:~ sinO = 
i [(cosr+p-w') 2 +v' 2+~2J'h 

(45) 

(46) 

Starting from eq. (46), we notice that the formulae for the 
influence of non-zero crYstal and source dimensions, as given 
in Table I, are also valid for the Johansson version. Only the 
treatment of the crystal width requires a new detailed analy-
sis. In this case x0 =Yo= z 0 = r 0= h 0 = 0. Formula (46) 
has then the form 

cosi-cosO cos(O+r). 
sinO.= 'h (47) 

I r (cosr- cosO cos(O+r )) 2 + cos 20 sin2(0+r )] 

e.g., we find 

sinO. =sinO 
I 

(48) 

From eq. (48) it follows that the crystal width in the Jo
hansson case doesn't influence the position and shape altera
tions of the diffracted line. This result exactly reflects the 
preferences of the Johansson version to. the Johann case. 

7. THE NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

The present study is limited to the aberrations produced 
by the finite size of the source and the crystal on the ref
lex profile. In our calculations we consider an idealized ho
mogeneous crystal. At each point the diffraction pattern f(Oi) 
will depend only on the effective angle Oi between the inci
dent photon direction and the reflecting planes. 
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Thereby, we assume that the photQn emission from each 
point of the source occurs with the same probability'and ra
diation absorption and extinction doesn't occur. The numeri
cal procedure is based on the same principle as applied by 
Schwitz (11) et al., but for the integral, describing the si
tuation in Bragg spectrometers. The diffraction pattern f(8 1 ) 

we specify by the Gaussian function: 

(49) 

where 08 denotes the Bragg angle corresponding to the wave
length of the incident photon. a is a free parameter depend
ing on the mosaic spread in the crystal. Further on, we as
sume that the radiation is strictly monochromatic and that 
the spectrometer setting angle 8 is close to the corresponding 
Bragg angle 8 8 . The observed reflex is given by 

~ 2 
.F(8) ~ .!._ f exp[ - (8 i (8, x) -8al l dV 

v v 2a2 
(50) 

( X~) with 8 - e'ffective diffraction angle and 6 i 0 , 
= 81 (0, X, y, Z, r, t, h) = Oi , V = 6 - dimensional source -
crystal volume. To obtain the value of the integral (45) 
f . 1. d. . d f. s h . 1 /S/ or any geometr1ca con 1t1on, we e 1ne as c w1tz et a . 
and Schult /9/ a distribution function D(0 -8), independent 
of the diffraction pattern, as follows 

D(iJ-8) ~ .L f8[sin8. (8,x) -sinO],dV, (51) v v 1 

where 8 is the Dirac 0 -function and 0 - an arbitrary effec
tive diffraction angle. 

To understand the significance of D, we note that V·D(O~) 
d§ represent that part of the 6-dimensional source-crystal 
volume for which the effective diffraction angle ranges bet-
ween 0 and e + d§. Then we have: . 

. F(e) ~ f D(8-0)f@ diJ. 
e 

(52) 

To obtain practical results, we've developed the program 
GEOMC 1141, which .calculates the problem by the Monte-Carlo 
method. This program allows one to solve the 6-dimensional 
integral for ~he reflex .F(O) and generate the distribution 
function D(8-8). 
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B. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR SINGLE GEOMETRICAL DIMENSIONS 
In this caption we give some numerical results, calculated 

with the program GEOMC 7141 for our chosen standard geometry. 
For the calculations we have placed the crystal and the source 
symmetrically with respect to the points 8 and T,respectively. 

Figure 2 shows the distribution function D(8-e) for the 
influence of the crystal width and the influence of finire 
source height and width in Figure 3 and ~' respectively. We 
note that the function D(O 8) for the crystal and source 
height has the same characteristics so that it is not neces
sary to demonstrate both distribution functions. whereas the 
finite size of the crystal depth and the source width give 
only a symmetric broadening of the reflex, both the crystal 
height and width and also the source height lead to an asym
metric deformation of the diffraction pattern. 

For practical application it is very useful to study the 
change of the peak position, full width at half maximum and 
the peak amplitude over a wide range of diffraction angles 
OB. The characteristic influence of some selected single crys
tal and source dimensions on the mentioned quantities is shown 
in Figures 5,6 and 7. 

In Table 3 we give some comparisons between calculated 
wavelength shifts after the formulae in Table I and the nume
rical results computed with the program GEOMC. A good agree
ment between the analytical and numerical results can be re
corded. 

Table 3 

Relative shifts Ll(sin8)/sin8, calculated with the analytic 
formulae from Table I (AS) and numerical calculations 

(MC) with the Monte-Carlo Method (program GEOMC) in ppm 

Dimension 30° 50° 70° 

AS MC AS MC AS 

h 0 = 10 mm 39.7 ap 16.9 '16.7 11:2 

t0 =40 mm -476.3 -477.4 -111.8 -111.7 -21.0 

9. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR NON-ZERO SOURCE 
AND CRYSTAL DIMENSIONS 

I!C 

11.1 

-21.0 

80° 

AS MC 

10.2 10.2 

-4.9 -4.9 

Assuming the same predictions as mentioned above, we cal
culate the reflex profile for the Johann (Fig.8) and the Jo
hansson case (Fig.9). 
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The size of the peak amplitude after convolution with the 
distribution function D(8B -8)) is presented in Fig. tO. Note 
that the absolute maximum of the Gaussian shnped diffraction 
pattern becomes only less than 30 percent of the initial peak 
amplitude after the convolution with the distribution func
tion. 

Fig. II demonstrates the characteristic pos~t~on change of 
the center of gravity for changing reflection angle 8B.Since 
the peaks show in general a clear asymmetry, we demonstrate 
(Fig.12) the position change Of the peak maxima as a function 
of the reflection angle 88 .The characteristic full width at 
half maximum spread is shown in Fig.l3. 

In Fig.8 it's seen that with the decreasing reflection 
angle the nearly symmetric reflex profile becomes a more 
asymmetrical character that can lead to complications for 
exact wavelength determinations in several experiments. From 
Figs. 10 to 13 it follows that the angle region between 40° 
and 80°in the-Johansson case is recommended for optimal spect
rometer operation. The operation of the Johann spectrometers 
characterizes an angle dependent position change that can 
lead to over- or underestimation of the analyzed wavelengths. 

In all cases the shifts are mainly affected due to the 
crystal width and to the source and crystal heights. For all 
non-zero dimensions we find the following result: 

l'i(sinel 

sinO 

(\f. 1 
--=-

A 24 
(53) 

The shifts computed by the above-mentioned formula, can be 
compared with the results computed with the program GEOMC. 
A good agreement can be noted. 
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10. FINAL REMARKS 

In this paper we have analyzed the effects caused by geo
metrical aberrations in Bragg diffraction spectrometers. The 
described theory allows one to study the influence of single 
geometrical dimensions on the reflex profile and position in 
curved crystal diffraction sPectrometers. The presented method 
gives a uniform mathematical tre'atment for Bragg spectrome
ters in the Johann- and Johansson version. In concrete measu
rements it might be necessary to correct the data with the 
use of relation (53). The correction may be important when 
large crystals are used, since the geometrical parameters ap
pear in second power. EXact knowledge about geometrical aber
rations allows one to take into consideratiOn these effects 
at the processing of the X-ray spectra. It may be also ad
vantageous for estimations to find an optimum of source and 
crystal dimensions by the construction of concrete diffrac
tion spectrometers. 
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